The presentation will start at 10:05
It will be held in german with english slides
You can ask english questions after and during it via sli.do/FVV-MA
Today's Agenda

❖ Overview of the student council

❖ Important topics/news this semester

❖ Interactive part *(you can ask questions in german and english)*:
  sli.do/FVV-MA

❖ Meet the Fachschaft in https://bbb.in.tum.de/ma--97f-ppu
The student council MPI*

Office PH 2257
Office MI 00.06.036

www.fsmipi.de | Questions: sli.do/FVV-MA
Events Unit

- Pen and Paper evening (digital via Discord, once a month)
- Astro Night
- (Lange Nacht der Universitäten, 13.05.21)
Lecture Notes Unit *

Room:
MI 00.06.039 (in the corridor of the FSMPI)

Announcement of sales:
fsmpi.de/skripten

Current catalogue:
new.skripten.mpi.fs.tum.de
Study Introduction Days (SET) Unit

Organization of the events for the freshmen
Surveys Unit
Evaluation of the courses each semester

impulsiv
The free magazine of the FSMPI
Web: impulsiv.fs.tum.de
Mail: impulsiv@fs.tum.de
Information Unit

Support of websites, social media, newsletter, information transfer, ...

Garching Unit

Exchange with the city of Garching
Obtaining local information
Financial Unit

In charge of all activities related to finance
Computer Unit
Management of the IT infrastructure of the student council
Ideas and Exchange Unit

We discuss your ideas regarding anything related to the Campus or the FSMPI
We are there for you

Problems in everyday university life?
Stress of learning?
Unsatisfied?
Unfair treatment?
Boredom?
Bad teaching?

Get in contact with us!
email or social media

www.fsmpi.de | Questions: sli.do/FVV-MA
Interested? Join us!

❖ Help with planning, organizing, printing, selling, ...
❖ [fsmpi.de/mitmachen](http://fsmpi.de/mitmachen)

Important Dates

❖ Meeting of the student council mathematics:
   Tonight, 18:00 in [https://bbb.fs.tum.de/b/amy-u74-6rc](https://bbb.fs.tum.de/b/amy-u74-6rc)
❖ Meeting of the student council:
   03.05.2021, 18:00 in [https://bbb.fs.tum.de/b/and-97y-4jk](https://bbb.fs.tum.de/b/and-97y-4jk)
❖ Election Committee:
   10.05.2021, 18:00 in [https://bbb.fs.tum.de/b/and-97y-4jk](https://bbb.fs.tum.de/b/and-97y-4jk)
Current topics: School

School System
❖ Faculties will be replaced by schools
❖ Combination of MA, IN and partly EI
❖ Structural organization currently in planning
Current topics: School

Our Vision
❖ Represent you SoCIT-wide and in each Studiengangsbündel
❖ Merge three different sized student councils without ignoring minorities
   ○ E.g. by-election of students in the General Student Council Assembly
❖ Create a flexible solution to be able to adapt to upcoming changes

www.fsmipi.de | Questions: sli.do/FVV-MA
Current topics: BHG-Novelle (change of Law)

- Participation possible

**April-June**
- Expert hearing
- Bill publication

**June-September**
- Hearing/reactions to bill
- Reading in state parliament

**Some time later**
- Bill is signed to law

**April 2022**
- Law takes effect

**Risk**
- Less student participation
- Prof. that only teach/research
- Teaching becomes less important in appointment proceedings
- Internal competition could hinder research

**Opportunities**
- More student participation
- Modern teaching methods will be recognized
- More ways to qualify as Prof.
- Easier internationalisation
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Current topics: Professorships

Appointment Committee:
❖ Analysis and Modelling
  ○ Completed (Prof. Dr. Johannes Zimmer)
❖ Financial Mathematics
  ○ Completed (Prof. Dr. Blanka Horvath)
  ○ Adjunct Professorship (Dr. Min) (starting soon)
❖ Discrete Mathematics and Combinatorial Optimization
  ○ Soon to be completed

Tenure-Track evaluations
❖ Prof. Dr. Elisabeth Ullmann (recently)
Current topics: Miscellaneous

- Teaching awards for the WiSe 2020/21
- University elections on the 6th of July
- Planning Commission for Study Subsidies will use up monetary reserves
  -> Contact us with new ideas
Contact and dates

Faculty Council Representation
❖ Paul Fischer (paul.fischer@fs.tum.de)
❖ Oliver Kasper (kasper@fs.tum.de)

or both under fkrmathe@fs.tum.de

Next meeting:
❖ Tonight, 28.04.2021 at 18:00
in https://bbb.fs.tum.de/b/amy-u74-6rc
Bewertet bitte wie ihr die einzelnen Lehrformate findet. Please rate the individual approaches to online learning.
Wie hat sich die Onlinelehre in den letzten Semestern verändert? Falls ihr noch keine 2 Semester Mathematik an der TUM studiert habt, müsst ihr die... at TUM, you do not have to answer this question.

54 Antworten

Wie gut fühlt ihr euch im Nachhinein durch die Lehrveranstaltungen auf die einzelnen Prüfungen vorbereitet? Falls ihr bisher keine Prüfung an der ...onditions, you do not have to answer this question.

68 Antworten

Has gotten way worse

Has gotten way better

Very bad

Excellent
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Werden Open-Book Klausuren eurer Meinung nach in der Regel auf einem angemessenen Schwierigkeitsgrad gestellt?

In your opinion, are...ms usually set at an appropriate level of difficulty?

72 Antworten

Way to hard

Way to easy

Werden eurer Meinung nach Täuschungsversuche ausreichend vorgebeugt?

In your opinion, are attempts to cheat sufficiently prevented?

66 Antworten

Ja\ Yes
Nein, aber ich wüsste auch keine Möglichkeit dies zu verbessern\ No, but I don’t know of any way to improve this either.
Nein\ No
Should be punished more severely

Are punished way too severely

I don't make any progress at all and find it difficult to prepare for and follow up on my courses.

I have no problems whatsoever following the courses and always being up to date.
Now: sli.do/FVV-MA

Now: Meet the Fachschaft in https://bbb.in.tum.de/ma--97f-ppu